
VoiceThread Examples 

 Okay so that’s getting around in a VoiceThread.  Now let’s go look at a couple of examples.  I’ll go find 

something from my MyVoice page here.  Ahh, let’s see.  Here’s a great one, okay.  So in this example 

here, the students were told to solve this problem, but they do so by recording and showing their work 

when they draw.  So I’ll just play one student’s comment, “ So what does 30 plus 60 equals 90,  8 plus 1 

equals 9, 90 plus 9 equals 99.”  Okay, so what’s so interesting about this example is, it was great that the 

student was able show their work, but if you played the other two from the other students, you’ll see 

that they also got the problem right but they solved it using a different method.  So all three were 

correct, but all three used three different methods, so it’s pretty clear how this can be so important to 

their instructor who can now see not just the end result, but rather he knows exactly the process and he 

now knows what the student thinking was, in a way that just wouldn’t be possible if he only saw the end 

result.  Another great part of this is that without the instructor getting involved at all, all three students 

taught each other a new method. So this is inherent in all VoiceThread environments, they are 

inherently collaborative, and so this sort of teaching, peer-teaching, just happens without, you know, 

formal planning. 

So that’s a great example, let’s go take a look at a couple others.  Here’s a great one involving a video.  

So this, in this example here, a(n) anatomy professor, uploaded a short video of a skull, and you control 

the video using these controls over here. You can press play to play the video, and you can click and drag 

on this ball to move through the video, but whenever you get to the point that you want to, you can 

click comment and then record and we’ll start recording whatever you do, including drawing on the 

video, and including stopping and moving through the video, and then we play it all back at once.  So 

let’s take a look at that (play video) “Here we are looking at a lateral view of a skull with no lines.”  So 

he’s talking, and then he starts drawing, and when he needs to move to a different view, he just moves 

the scrubber ball forward, he goes to a different part and starts drawing there, so basically there are 

three modes of input, there’s his voice, there’s the drawing, and then there is the movement of the 

video.  So it creates a really tremendous, a wonderful sense of presence on the part of the instructor 

and his comment, and it’s hard to imagine the text equivalent to this. 

 Okay, let’s take a look at another one. This is a pretty amazing project, and it’s available as an example 

in our library, which we can go to, in fact a number of these are, so I do suggest you go there. But what’s 

so important about this is that this type of student project has been done for a long time, but what’s 

different is now it’s published, and it allowed people from outside the classroom to comment on the 

student work and we have a saying, goes something like, student engagement is directly proportional to 

the number of feet from the classroom that their work travels, or the number of people in their 

audience, so if you can increase either one of those then you increase student engagement.  And 

VoiceThread is, we think, a very good vehicle for that.   

Okay, let me see if I can find one more.  Here’s a great one that shows of the webcam commenting. So in 

this example here, there’s a video that plays in the middle and then the instructor comes on and give 

instructions to the students in ASL.  And then the students come along and then they discuss it.  And 

what’s so great about this example is that these students are pre-writers, so this is probably the only 

way that they could get together online to have a discussion about a video, and as you can see they may 

be pre-writers, but it’s clear they have a lot to say. Okay, those are great examples, now let’s take a 

quick look at how you create a VoiceThread.   
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